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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Barsusha has contributed to the dictionary with 7 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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+
It is a mathematical sign which is used to add.    in letters to pronounce 'more'.  Example: 2 2 = 4, two more two equals
four

armar caballero a alguien otro caballero el rey
In the past, people of title major, as Kings, could '  ' armar caballero someone '  ' that means giving you the title of
gentleman to that person who has earned it. In medieval times

diccionarios
Dictionaries is the plural of dictionaries, bone, there is more than one dictionary. Dictionaries means many two or more
books which are written almost all the words of a given language, or a translation. Sometimes, some words do not go
the dictionaries as there can be caught loans from other languages.

metaforas
'Metaphors ' It is the plural of the word ' 39 metaphor; which means that to say an issue in a different way or that you
understand better, it gets another simpler and most ironic example. Example: Her mother was eating son = breast
feeding the teddy bear

org
' org ' it comes from the word English ' organization '. It is used on the Internet for some time to find pages that they are
organizations or work to make it more quickly and easily. Example: .info

sanduich
'Sanduich ' It is the adaptation in English of the loan in English ' sandwich '.

vocecilla
It is the diminutive of the word ' voice ' to indicate that he speaks softly or you have a voice


